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‘God in love unites us’

Dear Friends,

Last week the Methodist conference met to consider a number of important 
decisions. Not least among them was the report God in Love Unites Us and the 
resolutions included within it that would commit the church to an acceptance 
of two parallel definitions of marriage; thus paving the way for those churches 
and Ministers who wish to, to offer same sex marriages. These resolutions, along 
with others, were agreed by the Conference. 

This journey of conversation, consultation and decision making has been both 
respectful and arduous with many finding these discussions painful and difficult. The final decisions 
even more so for many. Throughout, the Church has sought to hold the conversation in a deeply 
respectful and graceful way modelling its belief, ability and commitment to watch over one another in 
love, whilst living with contradictory convictions. Yet we recognise that hurt and pain remain and the 
task of conversation, understanding and healing will continue for many years to come.

Whichever position you personally take on this particular conversation, may I assure you that you are 
welcome in our church family and community and that we are committed as a Circuit and a Staff to 
honouring the different perspectives, beliefs and convictions that exist amongst us. In practice we have 
always held a range of biblical and ethical opinions within our church family. May I encourage you 
therefore to watch over one another in love and to continue to speak gently and with the deepest of 
respect for one another as we learn and grow together.

Following these decisions, a number of people have begun to ask about the next steps of this process. 
The first step is one that the Methodist Church will take nationally as it liaises with the National 
Registry Office to confirm the new permissions are in place and identifies practices that will need to 
accompany them. This has not yet been done and may take a few weeks to complete. We are advised 
that it is unlikely these structures will be in place until the new connexional year at the earliest. 

The second step will be for those Church Councils who wish to consider this issue, to decide whether they 
wish to apply for registration for same sex marriages. (This is the same process as exists for heterosexual 
marriages for which most of our churches are already registered.) It is, however, important to note two 
things. Firstly it is not compulsory for any Church to register or even for the Church Council to have 
this conversation. Second there is a strong recognition that this has been a long and difficult journey 
and that local Church Councils may wish to take further time to consider, pray, study and reflect before 
addressing this conversation. There is therefore no pressure, nationally or locally, to act immediately 
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Current President and Vice-President

The Revd Sonia Hicks and Barbara Easton were inducted as President and Vice-President at the 
Methodist Conference on Saturday 26 June 2021.

The Revd Sonia Hicks, President of the Methodist  Conference 2021/2022

The Revd Hicks has served as a Circuit Superintendent in three connexions: 
Britain, the Methodist Church in the Caribbean and Americas and the Methodist 
Church in Ireland (MCI).

Sonia’s commitment to oppose all forms of injustice began when she was a member 
of the Youth Exchange to Zimbabwe.  She has since been Convenor of the World 
Relief and Development Committee for MCI, and has served as a Trustee for both 
All We Can and Christian Aid Ireland. 

The Revd Hicks has also served on the South East District Synod Planning Group, on the Methodist 
Diaconal Order Leadership Group and on the Ministerial Candidates and Probationers Oversight 
Committee. 

 

Barbara Easton, Vice-President of the Methodist  Conference 2021/2022

Barbara’s vocation has been the world of education. Before becoming Connexional 
Director of Education in 2014 she was an RE teacher, inclusion and interfaith 
specialist and secondary headteacher in various challenging contexts in the West 
Midlands. She now leads the Methodist Academies and Schools Trust, committed to 
shaping our schools as diverse communities of empowerment and transformation 
in their work at the margins of the church.

She is a longstanding local preacher, contributor to IBRA Bible notes and has a calling to chaplaincy, 
volunteering at 3Generate and Greenbelt. Through international Methodist education and her 
upcoming role for global Methodist Women, she seeks for Methodism to have an impact greater than 
the sum of its parts.

and local leaders and Trustees are encouraged to think carefully about the appropriate next steps for 
them and for their churches. 

Through all of these conversations, the Circuit staff are deeply committed to honouring the diversity of 
our opinions and convictions with love and respect. We are happy to talk, keen to listen and committed 
to learning. May we encourage you to walk with us as we wrestle and wonder with what God is doing 
with and amongst and through us. Please do not hesitate to speak to us if you have concerns regarding 
these issues or any others.

Every blessing
Rev. Tim 
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News from the Churches 

Hurworth

On June 13th we celebrated our 194th Church Anniversary, with Rev Brian, Lara, 
Rachel and Emily.  The Hutton family led our time together with wonderful 
singing, we started the service with the family singing us an African song of 
praise; Come Holy Spirit - Unthando.

Very aptly, one of the lectionary readings for this Sunday was Mark 4 verses 26 to 34, The Parable of the 
Growing Seed and the Mustard Seed. This reading is special at Hurworth as we called our cafe The Mustard 
Seed. We firmly believe that our cafe space and the staff team led by Andy Robinson, whilst small in space, 
make a significant difference to the people of our community. We feel constantly blessed that people find 
a safe and loving space there.

Rev Brian shared a packet of mustard seeds with us all and after watching a video about the parable, he 
challenged us to ponder the question, “What  makes us grow as individuals and as a Church?”

Why don’t you consider this question for a while?  Whilst our own circumstances will make our answers 
unique, I feel almost certain that amongst them for our personal situation will be our relationships with 
God, family and friends, our health and finances, housing and for our Church  family, again relationships, 
Bible study and prayer, missional / pastoral opportunities.

Here at Hurworth we give thanks that as the Covid restrictions are lifted, the cafe is reopened and the 
clubs and groups are returning to use our building. At the same time we are prayerfully considering how 
we do more to outreach into our village, particularly to the new housing areas.

Our Church was opened in 1827 and during our service, Rev Brian asked us to think for a few moments 
of the thousands of people who had either worshipped or had fellowship in the Church and the building. 
Whilst we can’t  know what happened to them and their families, I like to picture some of them as mustard 
seeds that were fed and watered by God’s grace and grew into strong, sturdy Mustard Trees that provide 
nourishment and shelter. 

Some interesting facts from 1827 
• There were around 10,000 people living in Darlington.
• The average yearly income for a farm labourer was £31.04, for a collier £54.61, a school master £69.35 

and for a member of the clergy £254.60  (courtesy of the William Structure of Pay)
• Many who worked in manual labour had enforced periods of unemployment and people were leaving 

the area to find more secure employment in the North West.
• £100 in 1827 is equivalent in purchasing power to about £10,840.66 today, an increase of £10,740.66 

over 194 years. The pound had an average inflation rate of 2.44% per year between 1827 and today, 
producing a cumulative price increase of 10,740.66%.

• The average life expectancy was 41 years.
Hazel Neasham 

The Well

This is a testing time for most churches inasmuch as it is still not clear how normal 
the new normal will actually be and, more to the point, whether it is right to be 

‘normal’.  In The Well’s case, we do not want normality if that implies unwillingness to respond quickly 
to changing needs and embrace new opportunities as they present themselves. In essence, while aiming 
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to consolidate what we do, asking God to give us the right aspirations for the future, we want to respond 
to people’s spiritual and practical needs as they become apparent day to day. With this very much in 
mind, the Stewards and others in leadership recently attended an on-line conexional course, Leading Your 
Church Into Growth. They came away from it with plenty of food for thought. It was both stimulating and 
challenging for them as they considered the many factors bearing on the work involved - how best can The 
Well prepare the ground in a way which allows the Lord to lead us to play our part in His plans for good?

So where are we with all this? 
Apart from one day when we met inside because it threatened to rain but didn’t quite, we have held our 
services in the car park. This has worked well, allowing us to sing, mix fairly freely and take our time being 
sociable afterwards. We have just completed a series on Philippians; a letter from a prisoner finding joy 
in the midst of suffering. It is a letter of support to friends, a loving celebration declaring the wonderful 
truth of new life in Christ and the joy this brings. In our Home Group, we are following a course presented 
by Pete Gregg of the 24/7 Prayer Movement on unanswered prayer framed around his book God on Mute. 
This turns uncomfortable stones but will perhaps leave us stronger to do His work for having turned 
them.

On a practical level, this is what happens/will happen over the next few weeks:
• The Charity Shop is open Tuesday to Thursday and will continue to be during the school holidays;
• The Make Lunch provision for families who would struggle to provide a proper meal each day for their 

children when not at school will also be running during the holidays;
• Boys’ and Girls’ Brigade have started to meet again; and
• Although there will not be a full-scale week long Circuit-wide Holiday Club this summer, Morvyn 

Sanderson and her team plan to run some  ‘Holiday Club Afternoons’ at The Well.

I reported last month that I was asked to write The Well’s contribution having been a member for all of 
45 minutes! I now have another month under my belt and am an old-timer. I can only confirm my early 
impressions of The Well being a genuine church family, with all the love and practical care for each other 
that implies.

Richard McElheran 

Elm Ridge 

The  June edition of  Teesdale Worm anticipated the return to full worship;  
sadly this was not to be, and we therefore continue with our weekly 
worship services under the restrictions imposed by central government 

and the guidelines issued by the Methodist Church.

At Elm Ridge we were able to hold our Chapel Anniversary Service (conducted by Rev. Tim)  in the garden, 
and we had live music and we sang!!!!  We also shared Holy Communion, which was a special time for 
us all.  To finalise such a happy morning we served coffee and tea and enjoyed fellowship together  in the 
open air.  A joyful time and almost 70 people attended.

As the Circuit Service planned for 6pm on 27th June had to be postponed, we decided to hold our “normal” 
service of worship at 10:30am.  We were very pleased to welcome the Rev. Colin Roberts to the Circuit as 
our preacher.

The proposed get-together to discuss the 2021 Journey to Bethlehem has had to be postponed too.  A new 
date for that will be publicised just as soon as we know that we are able to meet together.
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Our takeaway coffee project has been re-named Coffee in the Garden, and a review meeting attended by 
all the volunteers has been held.  As a result we can confirm that coffee will be available at Elm Ridge 
(whatever the weather!) every Friday from 10:30-3pm and every Saturday morning from 10:30-12:30pm.  
All are welcome to come and sit in our grounds and enjoy the surroundings – Coffee/Tea is £1 a cup, large 
cakes £1 and biscuits 50p.  This is not a fundraising venture – any profit will be donated to local charitable 
or community appeals.    If the weather is inclement, the coffee table can be found within the Hall porch, 
and seating will be available (socially distanced while necessary) within the Hall itself.   (The only reason 
that could prevent the serving of coffee etc., is if the Hall is booked for an event, but notice will be given 
if this occurs.)    You could bring a group from your own church and hold a meeting in our garden and we 
would serve the coffee – there is plenty of space!  We know of two groups who are already “booked” to 
take advantage of this.

Meanwhile, along with our friends around the Circuit, we await the announcement of whether any 
restrictions are likely to be released on 19th July!  

        Mary Everitt
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Holiday at Home

It’s getting to that time of year when we begin to 
think about holidays and aren’t we are all ready for a 
break? But perhaps you no longer go away on holiday 

because it’s just too much to cope with and such a hassle, if so, then 
Holiday at Home is for you. 

Come on admit it you missed us last year didn’t you?  The pandemic had made us think about Holiday 
at Home in a more creative way, hence the delivery of fish ‘n’ chips, obviously not as good as a trip to 
Whitby but the best we could do in the circumstances. The same with afternoon tea, not as good as 
coming together for tea but better than nothing. We hope you enjoyed them both.

But we’re back! 

We fully expect Holiday at Home will go ahead this year so make a note in your diaries to join us from 
Monday 6th September – Friday 10th September.

If you know anyone that you think might appreciate a week of fun, gentle activities, treats and good 
company then watch out for our advertising details in the next few weeks or get in touch with us 
anytime and we will be able to answer any questions.

We do our best to make all our events very accessible and suitable for people of all abilities so do please 
ask any questions and then share our advertising within your churches and around your communities. 

And for those of you who will be going away on holiday we hope you have a fabulous time of rest, 
relaxation and refreshment and bring us back a stick of rock!

Blessings
Lyn and Chris
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Reflections on Holiness (part 1)
Holiness is the New Black, 

or First Safeguarding Officer Beheaded, 
or Manipulative Royal Wife, Shock!

You will have guessed by now that I couldn’t decide on the title today, as such I offer you a choice of three. 
Please feel free to pick the one you like best. 

Just occasionally I find myself wondering at God’s sense of humour. Take our gospel reading this Sunday 
(sixth Sunday of Pentecost).  Ten days after the church takes its most controversial decision in a decade we 
are invited to reflect, preach and lead congregations into the story of John the Baptist and his beheading. 
Now on the surface of it you might not immediately spot the challenge, so let me clarify. Why is John 
the Baptist in prison? The answer of course is he has been criticising the ruler, Herod for marrying his 
brother’s wife Herodias. Royal weddings are always controversial but we might wonder whether this issue 
was one worth getting arrested for. So a second question, why is it important to John? The answer is that 
Herod’s actions contravene the laws of Leviticus 18 and for Leviticus and for John this is a big deal. The 
consequences are unthinkable. Why does this matter today and why is God hiding a wry smile? Well the 
laws of Leviticus 18 include the law prohibiting homosexuality and they are linked and connected to the 
laws for which John is imprisoned and dies. Hmmm. God is definitely smiling. In fact I think He just said, 
‘Go on then see what you can do with that…’

So I will. Consider Herodias for a moment, previously the sister in law, now the wife of Herod. As our 
story unfolds she is the prime instigator. Royal women are often very active behind the scenes. Queen 
mothers are especially active in the Old Testament. I suspect we tend to see her through the lens of a Lady 
Macbeth, scheming and manipulative or maybe even the wicked stepmother image of pantomimes like 
Cinderella. We see such ideas in modern times in the portrayal for instance of the Duchess of Sussex. But 
what if we approach Herodias differently for a moment, palaces are cut throat places. If John persuades, 
still worse, converts Herod, Herodias’ future and that of her children are at best uncertain and at worst 
destroyed. A previous Herod of course is well known for killing his own and other people’s children if he 
thought they were a threat. It is possible to see Herodias as threatened woman deeply at risk, acting in 
extremes to protect her children’s future. This isn’t an evil stepmother who doesn’t care, but a mother who 
will do whatever it takes to protect her children’s future. We may disagree with her actions but we may 
well understand and even applaud her motives. 

If this image of Herodias has some truth in it, then it offers us a deeply ironic dimension to the story. The 
Levitical laws that John was seeking to uphold are usually understood to be protective in nature. They 
recognise that women and girls have few rights and are often abused and exploited by men, not least those 
closest to them in their family networks. The laws are most often termed laws against incest, but their 
intent appears to be to protect vulnerable women and girls. Herodias may in fact be railing against the 
very laws that should protect her and her daughter and the person who is seeking to safeguard both her 
and her children.

This theme of protection is an important one. It is one of the two ways in which the laws of this section 
of Leviticus may be understood. In the same section as the laws against incest, there are included laws 
against the worship of Molech, homosexuality and bestiality. It is thought that Molech worship included 
the sacrifice of children by fire. It is also possible that bestiality was connected to the sexual use and 
exploitation of women in worship. The law on homosexuality therefore sits in a slightly odd place. The 
Hebrew may linguistically be interpreted to refer primarily to the man who penetrates another and given 
the overarching theme of protection from powerful and abusive men, the prohibition might therefore be 
reasonably read as a prohibition of male rape not homosexuality per se. 
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The second way of interpreting these laws is to understand them from the grounds of purity and holiness. 
The evangelical old testament scholar Wenham explains the reasons for all of the laws apart from the law 
prohibiting homosexuality. However his explanation of the reasoning behind the prohibition of bestiality 
is classic. Here he refers to the foundational priestly understanding of holiness as separation and right 
order and the prohibition of mixing different elements. Read back into the prohibition of homosexuality, 
the prohibition is then rooted in foundation priestly understandings of holiness rooted in a holy God and 
a holy creation.

It is important to note that the text can be reasonably and faithfully interpreted in both ways. Both may be 
right, indeed both may be right at the same time. This of course requires yet another layer of interpretive 
skill and insight. It is possible that the writer of Leviticus has married two sources, one prioritising 
protective laws and one purity rules. For me this is perhaps where the recent Methodist debate over 
marriage and relationships has missed a profound and powerful opportunity to articulate a clear, biblical 
and far reaching theology of holiness rooted in our calling, to proclaim scriptural holiness. By trying to 
minimise and avoid the question I wonder if we have side lined the very theological resources that we 
need to sustain our future. I will try to say more about this in the next edition of the Worm as we pursue 
this idea of holiness a little bit further. 

What is not in doubt about these Levitical texts is their underlying rationale and the consequences for 
ignoring them. The rationale lies in the commandment that the Israelites should model a distinctive 
holiness of life different from the Caananite communities that surrounded them. Their lives should be 
recognisably holy and different and it is important that they be so. The importance of a holy life and 
the question of how we should live and how that makes us different as Christians is an important one 
that cannot or at least should not be boiled down to one or two test issues. It is far broader and far more 
challenging that this. How are we to be holy? What is holiness? What makes us different? What makes you 
different? If you had to list five or ten indicators what would you write down?

The second factor is perhaps even more urgent, the consequences for getting it wrong are severe. Levitical 
text says, the land will vomit you out. What an image. Failure matters, holiness matters. It may of course 
simply refer in a vivid way to the traumatic experience of exile, but in our day this image has an unmistakably 
ecological echo. To vomit is to get rid of that within which is making us sick. For the land to vomit, to 
remove that which is making it sick, that which is toxic, poisonous and deathly is a profound warning. The 
nurse in me notes simply that the first sign of rising infection is usually a rise in temperature. Holiness and 
our ecological crisis are closely and intimately linked. 

John the Baptist is imprisoned and executed for calling his world and his rulers to a deeper, protective 
and more demanding holiness. Mark in his gospel sandwiches this story between the sending out and 
the return of the disciples to preach, teach and heal. The juxtaposition is powerful. Mission is a risky 
business, prison, persecution, torture and execution are real possibilities as they were from the first. 
Discipleship is a demanding and challenging path and our success or not, matters; it has practical, real 
world consequences. It is not just a spare time hobby, but a world changing vocation. 

In the next part I want to explore a little more of the priestly theology of holiness, and to suggest that we 
need to place holiness at the centre of our Circuit and Church thinking. In the meantime; 

‘Be holy because the Lord your God is holy’. Amen

Rev. Tim.

Notes: For those of you who are interested and who want to seek my working out the commentaries on Leviticus consulted 
for this background include Gordon J Wenham (the evangelical gold standard), Jacob Milgrom (the granddaddy of all Levitical 
commentators), Tamar Kamionkowski (a Jewish, feminist scholar), and Mary Douglas (an anthropologist whose work on 
Leviticus, Numbers and purity have been very influential).
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How and when did Elm Ridge become a Methodist Church?

8th June 2021 marked the 89th Anniversary of the opening of Elm Ridge as a Methodist Church.

I quote from a booklet produced in 1957: “The translation of Elm Ridge from a mansion to a “Cathedral of 
Methodism” forms a fascinating story of supreme faith allied with firm endeavour and bold, imaginative 
enterprise.”

Elm Ridge came on the market in 1929, by which time considerable housing development had taken place 
in the western outskirts of Darington, and Methodists resident in the area had no convenient church 
in which to meet.  Mr. G. M. Harroway, a member of Bondgate living at Blackwell Hill, was inspired by 
the idea that Elm Ridge with its wonderful facilities could be transformed into a church.  The enterprise 
was discussed but considered to be “too visionary”!  Mr Harroway, however, was a persistent man, and 
members of Bondgate Church finally accepted his proposals and his promise to waive interest on the 
cost price which he had volunteered to advance.  Negotiations were entered into for the purchase of the 
property, and those negotiations were successfully completed.  

The task was formidable.  Extensive alterations were carried out under the guidance of Mr. Harroway, 
with the removal of the walls and ceilings of six rooms – three on the ground floor and three on the 
first floor – to convert the building into a church to seat 250 people.  An oak floor was laid on top of the 
existing floor, the roof was supported by girders hidden from sight by new woodwork, oak panelling was 
introduced, and clear windows constructed giving views of the grounds.  

The opening of the church – to be named Elm Ridge Methodist Church – on 8th June 1932, was preceded 
by a lunch in Bondgate Memorial Hall when the then Superintendent Minister of the Bondgate Circuit 
presided and read out the following letter received that morning from Mr. Harroway:

“My wife and I have been more than pleased by the way in which Methodist people have assisted in the new 
venture at Elm Ridge Church, and to help to bear the financial strain we ask you to accept, as a gift from us to the 
trustees, Elm Ridge with its gardens and grounds as originally purchased by us, and also the extra land purchased 
at a later date, with the exception of the frontage sites, the total amount of land being about four acres.  We hope 
that this church will become a place of blessing to all the people dwelling in the neighbourhood and trust that 
God will help you in your efforts.”

More than a thousand people gathered at the main entrance to the Church for the opening ceremony, the 
door of the church being opened by Mrs. G. M. Harroway.

As the church grew, Mr. Harroway looked ahead, and it was largely through his efforts that a new manse 
was built in Blackwell Lane.  Four years after the opening of the Church, Mr Duterau Croft, a friend of Mr 
Harroway, presented the Church with a new and magnificent pipe organ in memory of his wife.  Portraits 
of Mr. and Mrs. Harroway were unveiled in the church library in 1936 – they still hang there to this day – 
in commemoration of their generosity in providing the purchase cost of the building.  On the day of their 
unveiling a further gesture was made – Mr. Harroway assumed full responsibility for the costs involved 
in the conversion work which had been undertaken, and so Elm Ridge was in its entirety given to the 
Darlington Circuit to further the work of the Kingdom of God.  

On Chapel Anniversary Weekend, we gave thanks to God for His faithful servants, and for His goodness 
to us, and asked for strength to carry on the work which our forebears commenced.

Mary Everitt
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Deadline for items for the August issue is:  Friday, 6th August.
Please send to admin@darlingtoncircuit.org.uk or

Circuit Office, c/o Elm Ridge Methodist Church, Carmel Road South, Darlington.  DL3 8DJ
Thank you!

Freedom?

One of the most ancient and joyous moments in scripture comes as the Israelites realise that they have 
crossed the waters of the Red Sea and that the chasing Egyptian forces cannot get to them. We get a 
whole chapter of joyous praise as tambourines are waved and songs are sung. Freedom has that kind of 
effect, a massive release of anxiety and stress. Of course we are not told about the morning after as they 
contemplate they next stage of their journey with sore heads and more than a little trepidation.

I am not sure that July 19th will quite be as joyous as that, but you never know. The days that follow it will 
however signal the beginnings of a challenging journey to a new normal. The Prime Minister has signalled 
his intention to remove virtually all restrictions allowing almost every area of life to return to normal. For 
churches this means that it is permissible to stop social distancing, mask wearing, test and trace and best 
of all (after God is with us obviously!) we are allowed to sing (tambourines optional)!

It is however important to note at least three things as we contemplate and in actuality return to a more 
normal pattern of worship and church life. First and foremost we must be aware that the pandemic is not 
over. Cases are rising particularly amongst young people and particularly in the North East. Whilst these 
cases are not, so far as the data presently shows, manifesting in more serious illness and significantly 
greater numbers of deaths, our communities are still in the midst of a great challenge. We must also be 
vigilant for the emergence of further variants and their impact. 

Second we must recognise that for many the end of lockdown is a profoundly nervous and anxious 
moment. Many have lost confidence, many are uncertain about crowded public spaces and social contact. 
We must therefore be sensitive to those who are making such tentative steps. Not everyone wants a hug! 

The Chief Medical Officer, explaining when he would choose to wear a mask, described such sensitivity 
to those who continue to need and desire such precautions as mask wearing, as common courtesy. It 
seems at least possible that we may need to consider whether mask wearing whilst singing is a further 
precaution, common courtesy and/or practical response that we should continue for a little while further. 
It is however unlikely, I think, that formal instruction to do so will be given. At the very least those who 
wish to continue to wear face coverings must be encouraged to do so. In the same vein it may also be wise 
to continue with basic hygiene measures such as hand sanitising. We hope that all of our members and 
friends may feel sufficiently safe to worship with us once again. 

Finally it is also important to note that our world has changed. Long covid is a reality for many. Mental 
health issues have grown. Loneliness and isolation have had an even greater and significant impact in our 
communities. There is an important and urgent pastoral task for all disciples as we move forward. This, as 
someone once said, is not the end or the beginning of the end, it is rather the end of the beginning. God’s 
graceful Spirit moves and invites, inspires and incites. There is much to do.

May God bless us as we return. May we watch carefully over one another in love and may we know God’s 
healing and reconciliation afresh and anew.

Take care.
Tim

PS: Just remember that when you take your mask off it may be quite a shock for those watching…..
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‘Sit down next to me ..’

After reading issue 8 of the Teesdale Worm, I was driving to the shops the next day and had the time and 
opportunity to listen to the car radio. One song followed another and very soon I was singing along 
loudly (you really don’t want to hear that) and a string had formed which spoke to me and reminded 
me of Tim’s “Higher Power” message… Higher Power, James, Sit down next to me and then back to 
Coldplay and Fix you.  Although to be honest, I do prefer an a cappella version of that song by Straight 
no Chaser.

It was the lyrics that caught my attention and reminded me of Tim asking us to reflect on which popular 
songs pointed to God.  So here is one that does that for me, but not only does it point me to God, it 
invites me to take action.

The opening verse sets a scene of a dark place, but it’s somewhere that still has hope:

‘I’ll sing myself to sleep
A song from the darkest hour
Secrets I can’t keep
Inside of a day
Swing from high to deep
Extremes of sweet and sour
Hope that God exists
I hope I pray.’

The chorus, ‘Sit down next to me’ really works, it’s catchy, repetitive, gets into your head and creates one 
of those ear worms that can stay with you the whole day. But that’s what it is about it that invites me 
to action and niggles at me to save or provide a place where those fears can be shared (or not, equally 
importantly) in safety and security.

‘Those who feel the breath of sadness
Sit down next to me
Those who find they’re touched by madness
Sit down next to me
Those who find themselves ridiculous
Sit down next to me
In love, in fear, in hate, in tears
In love, in fear, in hate, in tears
In love, in fear, in hate, in tears
In love, in fear, in hate’

I am sure that over the course of the last 16 months we have each experienced some of those emotions, 
and some of us, a lack of emotions, but I would like to think that the church and the people in it can 
provide the safe space that is needed in order to express those fears and 
feelings.  

Can you imagine a God with a chair saying sit down next to me?  

In a former incarnation, in my life as a teacher, I had a chair in the corner 
of the classroom nearest to the door.  It was an old wing backed armchair 
with horse hair stuffing, probably somebody’s pride and joy in years gone 
by, now become a sorry example of a piece of furniture.  The Head Teacher 
would come by often and ask when I was going to get rid of that chair, 
but really, the answer to that was never.  That chair was a safer space for 
anyone who needed it.  Kids who were upset would go and sit in it, kids 
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who ran away from their classrooms would find a haven in it, adults who had maybe just had enough 
after classes would fling themselves into it.  It was a place just “to be”.  Nobody to ask you any questions 
or even talk until you wanted and were ready to.

Now notice that James doesn’t urge you to talk or spill the beans, just to “Sit down next to me’, God 
doesn’t either…just leaves that safe space where you can talk when you are ready.

I hope that you will have appreciated that my words here are in the context of safeguarding and 
particularly our mental health and mental ill health.  The long months we have shared during covid 
have impacted upon us all, and the chance to sit down with another person has not been there for many 
of us.  Many people have spent months alone, others have spent months not alone, which can be equally 
hard.   It’s hard to “open up” and it’s hard to listen. It needs confidence and confidentiality, it needs a 
comfy old chair and it needs a God shaped space.

I urge you all then to find a safe space, to “sit down” next to someone, a trusted friend, a listener, the 
God we serve.  I further urge you if you have a safe space where another can sit down, be the listener, 
the trusted friend, the ear of the God we serve.  

Lyn Cookson

Foundation Module 
Creat ing Safer  Space:  Safeguarding Tra in ing  

The new online version of the Creating Safer Space Foundation 
Module Training is now ready to be delivered in our region.  

The training will be delivered via Zoom, and we will be offering ten 
sessions throughout June and July: 

Monday 28th June, 2021: 9:30AM - 12:30PM 

Tuesday 29th June, 2021: 2:00PM - 5:00PM 

Wednesday 30th June, 2021: 6:30PM - 9:30PM 

Thursday 1st July, 2021: 2:00PM - 5:00PM 

Wednesday 7th July, 2021: 2:00PM - 5:00PM 

Wednesday 7th July, 2021: 6:30PM - 9:30PM 

Thursday 8th July, 2021: 2:00PM - 5:00PM 

Thursday 8th July, 2021: 6:30PM - 9:30PM 

Tuesday 13th July, 2021: 2:00PM - 5:00PM 

Wednesday 14th July, 2021: 6:30PM - 9:30PM 

If you are not confident with Zoom, we will also be offering a thirty 
minute ‘Zoom familiarization session’ before the training. The 
Zoom familiarization sessions will be held on:  
Monday 28th June, 2021: 2:00PM 

To book your place, fill out the booking form here: Creating Safer 
Space: Foundation Module Online - Summer 2021 (google.com)  

Places will be allocated on a first come, first served basis. 

If you have any questions, or need any further information, contact 
Ruth Dunbar: neregsafe.office@gmail.com  
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Darlington District MWiB 

Methodist Women in Britain 

Summer Fun Evening 

MUSIC QUIZ  
ON ZOOM                    

Monday July 19th  

Two Sessions  
1. Join from 6.00pm for 6.15 to 7.15 

2. Join from 7.30pm for 7.45 to 8.45      

Booking essential please contact                     
Helen Weighell  Tel.01642 710630 or                                            

Email: helenw2a@gmail.com                                             
stating preference & for  ID Number.                                         
Limited numbers, 1st come 1st served 

  

 

You may like to invite a 
friend who can’t Zoom 

to share with you 
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Report from the Spring Synod

Held by Zoom by Rev. B Hollings and Rev John Squares, due to Rev Richard Andrew’s Sabbatical.
Opened by Helle Sewell, Hayley Liversedge and Liddy Buswell, based on Jeremiah 29:11.
T. C. Luck and J. Pollard were re-elected to Synod as their terms of office were about to end.
DCP can re-appoint / appoint people who are willing to attend Synod.
A vote was taken to appoint Mark Braithwaite to the Methodist Council (unanimous).
A vote was taken re letting of Methodist buildings to other Christian denominations for full repairing 
leases, to remove the time limit. (unanimous).  Church Councils need to vote on this, recording numbers 
present, abstentions, for/against, and results relayed to District.
Vote taken to allow Heselden to cease worship (unanimous).
Alan Coustick reported from the Candidates Committee. No candidates currently, but website is open 
from the end of May to August. AC is happy to speak with anyone enquiring.
Rocky Chan (Durham Chinese Community) is recommended for presbyteral training. He told his 
testimony, which was lovely to hear.
Memorials to Conference.  John Howard gave a presentation on the issues surrounding Palestine 
Christians and Muslims, ‘Cry for Hope’. We were asked to give prayer and thought to the Cry for Hope, and 
read it. A vote was carried to take this to Conference for further consideration.  Also look at the Jerusalem 
Declaration re Palestine.
Greeting came from the Miathene Synod in Kenya.
Admin: New logos have been designed for individual churches to adjust to their spec if required.  Liddy 
Buswell is the contact re this.
Lay Pastors: Opportunity to develop community lay pastors in a voluntary capacity but with training and 
expenses costs being met. There are several types of this. Speak with your minister if you are that person, 
or can think of a suitable candidate. This will require Safer Recruitment, References and DBS.
John Squares talked about Estonia, and gained permission for the District to explore potential of British/
Estonian Methodists supporting one another. 98% voted for this.
3 Generate was spoken about (age 8- 23) and 3 Generate 365 (daily prayer integration).
Keira Prior is the link for 3 Generate.
Mark Braithwaite spoke about ‘Box of Gifts’ and ‘Gifts outside the Box’. These ‘gifts’ explorations are are a 
series of one and a half hour sessions from 10th May. Eg Empathy, place, togetherness, peace...
Newcastle  Synod sent greetings. 
GDPR: Review contact details, do an annual GDPR Audit, data cleansing, shredding, removing, update 
data mapping. Every 2 years verify permissions. Destroy old directories and only keep the most recent. 
This is URGENT.
A talk was given by Eunice Attwood, (Church of the Margins Officer) then breakout room discussions 
about what the church will look like after Covid....
The church has helped other organisations during the pandemic with helpful support. This has opened 
eyes to poverty, mental health, isolation, and what we can do to help people journey on, with God at the 
centre of our lives, what we can respond to and assist with. DCC has been wonderful with grants, and the 
Bread and Butter project in Crook amongst other schemes.
God for ALL, we were invited to stop, pause, think and reflect on what can be done. Stop the busyness.....
Eunice Attwood closed Synod with devotions. ‘For I know the plans I have for you, declares the Lord, plans to 
prosper and not to harm you, plans to give you hope and a future.’ Jeremiah 29:11
John Squares invited attendees to the next Synod on 11th September at All Saints Methodist Church, at 
Newton Hall, Durham. DH1 5LT

By Judith Tarn
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On my bookshelf…

What are you reading at the moment? Have you ever read the book of Leviticus? 
Perhaps the better question is, did you understand it? Or like many did you bail 
out during the butchering instructions for the sacrifices in the opening chapters? 
This is a little bit of a cheat. In truth I have just finished a new commentary on 
Leviticus purchased with a Father’s Day gift token. I have left it on my shelf to 
boast. Kamionkowski is a female scholar from a Jewish background and the 
commentary is a solid and helpful read.  Leviticus is much underrated. The jewel 
in the crown of the first five books of the Torah, our Old Testament, it repays our 
careful study and attention. 

When not immersed in Leviticus, I am caught up in the middle of murder and intrigue set in 
Bradford and Delhi in the novel The Blood Divide. A. A. Dhand is a Sikh author who writes stories set in 
the Muslim, Sikh and Hindu communities of my home town, Bradford. They are a fascinating glimpse 
into different cultures and they take me to places in Bradford I know but rarely see. It is always good to 
see the familiar through different eyes, and you can’t beat a good murder mystery. I have often thought 
that there must be space for a suave Methodist Superintendent detective or perhaps even a serial killer of 
Superintendents with bloodied pages of CPD left at the scene of the crime. My wife says I may have given 
this too much thought…

The Permaculture Handbook by Patrick Whitford is big and heavy. It will take me a 
while. Permaculture is an approach to agriculture and gardening that privileges 
relationships and ethics seeking to link growing spaces and practices together 
in practical, lifegiving and fruitful ways. I have been surprised, challenged and 
blessed by the links I perceive between such a practice and biblical definitions 
of holiness rooted in an ordered, diverse and beautiful creation. Whitford’s 
wise words teach me to look at the world and the soil with fresh eyes and 
appreciation. I have a lot to learn. The rhubarb in pots on my patio however, is 
growing splendidly. 

Finally, is another Father’s Day gift, The Meal Prep King. Full of recipes for 
efficient meal preparation and sustained weight loss. It is my daughter’s gift as 
I struggle with another season of dieting (low carb at my GP’s suggestion). So 
far I have tried the breakfast muffins, goats cheese frittata (does anyone know what a frittata is?), burrito 
bowls and my daughters specially made scotch eggs.  If I am honest my enthusiasm is waning, but my 
weight has dropped two stone and my GP has taken me off my blood pressure medication. Don’t worry 
I am keeping some for Circuit Meeting. There is still a long way to go but I felt I deserved an incentive, 
therefore…

Soon to be on my bookshelf and filling with me with anticipation is A Historical Theology of the Hebrew 
Bible by Konrad Schmid. Schmid is a Professor of Old Testament Studies in Zurich and his book The 
Old Testament: A Literary History, is fantastic and full of challenging and detailed insights (very detailed!) 
Definitely recommended for Ministers and preachers who want to immerse themselves in the deep Old 
Testament Studies. If you see me smiling I may just be anticipating a few happy hours studying odd corners 
of the Old Testament. That or the British and Irish Lions will have just beaten South Africa. 

May your days be full of good things to read!

Tim.  
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Regular Bible Study

Rev. Brian’s regular Bible Study will continue, but dates 
and times and whether face-to-face or online still to be 
finalised.  See below: 

Pentecost Paths: 
Discovering God’s presence in our ordinary lives 
Pentecost Paths 1: ROOM (Acts 1:13) 
Pentecost Paths 2: WIND (Acts 2:2) 
Pentecost Paths 3: FIRE (Acts 2:3) 
Pentecost Paths 4: TONGUES: (Acts 2:4) 
Pentecost Paths 5: SAW (Acts 2:3) 

https://zoom.us/j/92005878471?pwd=OHRmcGRPOFpFT3BUVzNibDZBbHQ0QT09

Meeting ID: 920 0587 8471
Passcode: 311742

Details of dates and times will be confirmed as soon as possible - please keep a watch out for those details.

‘May you see that sunset gives you the 
chance to leave one day and enter 

another. If this is what you need most, 
may you remember that although 
tomorrow may not change the 

challenges you face, tonight may God 
renew your strength, clear your head and 

give you peace.’
 #niteblessing
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